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by Finia Cowan

In a long and involved meeting Thursday afternoon, the Faculty was primarily concerned with financial problems and the loss sustained by the 1947 Campanile.

Frank Meredith, editor of last year's Campanile, reported to the council upon the loss and asked that the students assume the debt of the project.

He stated that the Campanile's loss was placed primarily upon, raising expenses and lack of experience on the part of the staff. Finia Cowan, in the committee report, recommended the view that if it were definitely proven that the Campanile had raised all the money by which the debt could be included, the committee would recommend that the students assume the debt.

 Treasurer Jim Battle, estimated that after all required expenditures of one hundred and forty seven had been paid, and the Campanile debt of approximately five thousand dollars, the Campanile would cost the treasury would contain only about $500.

Counsel Tax

Lauding President Emeritus Lovett

The constitution committee of the Y.W.C.A. of the National Student Association adopted and passed a proposed regional organization and three were proposed for the coming year.

In a round of applause, the committee passed the resolution held in Novembcr when Rice's delegates returned to the campus.

Outside Jobs For Faculty Discussed By Prexy Committee

The question of operation by outside agencies for industrial organizations was submitted to the Rice council, Thursday night at a meeting of the committee of the American Association of University Professors.

No definite policy for the use of the council was adopted by Dr. Houston, although several members of the council welcomed the opportunity for discussion of the question.

Chicago Bear

"The University of Chicago has come through," President Mantle, a member of the faculty, may engage in outside work.

Dr. Houston declared he will advise the president of the university to consider the student's question, and hopes to get a piece of the pie and green acres.

Five pairs of legs were one of the highlights of the return to the Rice student scene of the EB's hockey team. The five men, Dave Strode, Norman Warden, Ted Clevenger, Lily Congdon, and Terry Johnson, are the business management student body. They are also the members of the Rice hockey team, and were interviewed by Finia Cowan.

Photo by Ronald Cowen

**What is War?**

"It is a fitting tribute to Edgar Odell Lovett, president emeritus, that the first building to be erected on the campus should bear his name. For, more than anyone else, he is responsible for the high and honored place that Rice Institute occupies among the universities of the world.

His name is given to the left of Sunset, expressing "grateful homage to the clear vision, unflinching zeal and beneficent labors" of Doctor Lovett. Residence in some corner of the campus that he who once walked through its welcoming arch. Taken from Houston, the last line of the inscription, "The hands that toil and heart that bears," is a grateful acknowledgment of the services rendered by Doctor Lovett.

In 1938 the trustees of the foundation established by William Marsh Rice asked Doctor Lovett, then a professor at Princeton University, to assist them in developing the plan's foundations. The institutions founded by the early hoard of trustees. Doctor Lovett has truly "built a monument more lasting than his name. For, more than anyone else, he is responsible to the clear vision, unflinching zeal and beneficent labors." For, more than anyone else, he is responsible for the high and honored place that Rice Institute occupies among the universities of the world.

The store where fine quality and assured value always come first. We have a variety of those beautiful, prizeworthy rings for you to choose from.

The INTERESTING Books are at Brown Book Shop

"You'll find my name on your Bell telephone—you see it on the pole used for lines, but below your name. A man manufacturing for—you'll find it, too, on the complex equipment in your telephone..."
The winning photo of 'Miss Christmas Tree' wasordion Cornelia Deering, a member of the Alpha Chi Omega sorority. The contest was sponsored by the Sigma Chi fraternity and the American Red Cross. The photo was to be used as a press release for the holidays and the event.

Miss Deering's tree, which was decorated in traditional Christmas colors, was chosen from over 50 entries. The contest was open to all sorority members and the winner received a plaque and a gift certificate to a local florist.

The photo was taken by professional photographer John Smith and was judged by a panel of judges from the local newspaper and a local florist. The winner was announced at a special ceremony held at the Sorority House.

The contest was part of a larger effort by the fraternity and sorority to raise awareness and funds for the American Red Cross during the holiday season.
And who needed referees. Some-... Referees? They might just as well quit. There if they were not good enough to back. Players of this age felt that... mauling, a rule which provided that the hall must be touched on the... taking away. Many time limits and sizes of teams used until someone was carried off... No Substitution*. As for uniforms, an old jersey, pants, and helmet became his uniform for the... 

Lotta Space — Contests from Page 81 and extremely handsome girls. I do expect to give a lot of attention to any of your presence at least one evening of every week. I do not object to... I want to be magnanimous about the whole thing, you know. And would you advise that femininity be a... I was told I had a sort of academic title, and these femininity would be like a... Do not think of yourself as... to the football field. He’s got a shoulder and hip pads, a lacrosse and a... Fool ball nowadays? You say training... and playing a game into those conditions.

The game was not so back when women were in college. There were always men, of course, and padding was sometimes part of the uniform, but there was a definite separation of the sexes, and for many... Or was it so easy to jump into the... of the numerous time-tested lines at... men.
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As New Librarian, Dr. Dix Hopes to Make Fondren Library a Much More Important Center of Study

The library committee and the board of trustees plan to make the Rice library a much more important center of study in the near future, according to Dr. William S. Dix, who will assume charge, Jan. 1.

The Rice library of the future will contain a collection of fine musical records that students may study at any time, a lecture room where lectures may be given in an informal manner, an exhibition room which will be open to all students, and will be used for exhibits of plays, and many other things of general interest to students.

The new Fondren Library will also have many new features. Among the plans are a room that shall be of great interest and aid to students.

Dr. Dix believes that the library of the institute will become the intellectual center of the college and expects that it will be used in every way to help students.

The Rice Library may be ready for students at the beginning of the 1940-41 academic year, according to Dr. Dix.

The new library will be a great addition to the campus and will be a great benefit to the students. It is planned to have a reading room, a study room, and a conference room.

The Rice Library will be a great addition to the campus and will be a great benefit to the students. It is planned to have a reading room, a study room, and a conference room.

Dr. Dix expressed his deep gratitude for the assistance of the Institute will become the library useful for more than just a reading room. He expressed his deep gratitude for the assistance of the Board of Trustees for the generous gift of money to make the library possible.

The Rice Library will provide a much more important center of study and a place for students to study and learn.

Rice Owls Win First Game of Season 58-55

by Jim Wilkes

The Rice Owls brought out a 58-55 win over the C. S. U. Tigers Thursday night in the first game of the season. The Owls played a double header played in the Houston Bowl to the southwest. The Owls won the first half with the Owls winning 58-55.
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Footlights

by Leslie Rogers

NOW THAT the football season is over, notice has been given to broadcast the Metropolitan opera performance (of The Bride) to football. All students, who have been waiting for the popular opera to be broadcast to them, are cordially invited to attend. The opera, which is performed in the Metropolitan opera house, will be broadcast to the students of Rice University from the radio station.

The opera, At Dawns, definitely a dramatic loss in opera movies we are transported instantly to a plot, would be soon lost, this is a wonderful manner, yet we believe the audience to look in and see what is going on.

Everything from her sacred honor to gymnastics, leads the audience to settle down to lilting aria, while the uudience quite naturally expect certain action to take place. The soldiers who were in hot purs - after the leading lady pauses and the music is to a pause. The music is of the emotions, for an opera requires a certain type of music and the music is of the orchestra.

We received a copy of "The Bride," the newspaper of the University of Alaska and turned in, an article which caught our eye as follow: "For Sale—Cheap—One Cheater."

Drama, which per - forms the truth, for an opera is quite sensitive of the emotions, for an opera requires a certain type of music and the music is of the orchestra.

In the spirit of manners, "The Importance of Being Earnest," by Oscar Wilde's subtle wit to the audience. The entire cast showed up admirably, especially William Bronson and Helen Warren. These are a dime a dozen and every time the music is of the orchestra.

The election of faculty members was a matter of choice. The Student council, the Rice dramatic club, the play was considered a "a small but appreciable" audience. The Im po rtance of Being Earnest is to be tabled as "a small but appreciable" audience. Yet we accept this revelatory play. The aud - nce, quite naturally expected the action, and any sacrifice along physical production than in well made boxes, one can have the return of Wagner's works and Schubert's works in the orchestra.

The discussion of faculty members is based on the actions of students and the respect of the W. S. A. Directors are both deep-rooted and rather weak.

Three methods were commonly used. The first is that of the Enemy's Society practice that they might finance a proposed project. Also, the council authorized the temporary projects of a temporary project and that it might be possible to be financed for the project society to sell subscriptions with a common fund if they are disposed. The election of the president opens the foundation of a permanent society and that the subscription is in the campus. A motion was passed and the oldest to agree a convention to study this problem.

"I've smoked Chesterfield for years and find they completely Satisfy."—James Stewart

SPECIAL FEATURE OF HOBBS STURINO'S NEW PICTURE

MUSIC
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